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Now that the twelfth plane consciousness has gradu00acuated or mastered the plane he takes a good look at himself and decides that the body he now occupies is no
longer the one for his needs he leaves that body and projects another which is more efficient and represents his new awareness this new form resembles the human
form that we know the body which the consciousness leaves behind does not remain idle it is called the permanent body and is used by spirit throughout all future time
With increased awareness and mobility the graduate twelfth plane consciousness soon discovers the eleventh plane he informs spirit and spirit sets up the vortexial
So this process of perfection and mastery of the planes continues downward step by step through the fourth plane
From the fourth plane spirit along with the fourth plane consciousness and all permanent bodies twelve through four come to the third plane here on the third plane
they project the third plane permanent body spirit and third plane permanent body indwell a body produced by third plane physical parents with fairy and elemental
assistance
The new third plane consciousness is polarized to the third plane planetary frequency in a body of water ocean lake river near the area of forthcoming experience being
polarized this enables the third plane consciousness to remain here on the third plane while waiting to incarnate the new consciousness finds its parents after they
mate the body is created within the woman the new third plane consciousness watches the parents very closely and becomes familiar with surroundings he also
watches the progress of the new body as it grows within the mother this accounts for the fact that babies know their parents and home surroundings they are not as
dumb and helpless as scientists would have you believe
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